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1. Introduction 

Online shopping and e-commerce is emerging trend in 

shopping domain. Advance technologies have developed to 

attract people’s interest towards online shopping. Many 

people divert towards its fascinated pattern of delivering 

goods and other accessories at doorstep and all quality 

products with different variations are easily accessible at 

your fingertip by using any web or mobile application. It 

also saves customer’s time without any hurdles of shopping 

markets and hassles of product prices and discounts, 

improves customer’s interaction and relationship and 

provides surety by delivering satisfactory and quality 

products. Therefore, opinion mining technique is become 

valuable and useful to identify the customer interest and 

desires about their products. It effectively works in detecting 

and extraction of opinion that is available in textual format, 

emojis, in stars and numbers. The main purpose of 

sentiment analysis is to understand and analyze the 

emotions and behavior of customers. 

As there’s huge influence of social media, where 

approximately every customer quickly shares their opinions 

in the form of likes, dislikes, comments, and responses 

which make a chain of linked customers and convert into 

indirect marketing and customer relationship. So, reviews of 

customer can be positive, negative and neutral. By those 

views its facilities vendor/manufactures/ supply chain to 

enhance their product, planning and strategies. 

This research works highlight major three aspects faced by 

every customer i.e., Quality, Packing and Shipment. 

1.1 Quality 

Variation material: Every customer aim to invest his 

money in right directions whenever customer books an 

order, first point of view generates in mind that the product 

have own significance with the best quality to lead a strong 

relationship between customer and vendor in whole online 

shopping process. 

Color difference (online/ordered): In online-shopping 

market, customer takes keen interest during searching 

product online and try to find different variants and colors 

and choose best suitable product and place the order but 

customer’s behavior comes in panic condition and 

exhausted when found difference in product especially in 

color, because spend much time to pick suitable product 

after deep research. It is happening especially in those cases 

in which customer choose and place orders, product color 

that is not actually same on the delivery time. 

1.2 Shipment 

Major issues that are involved in the shipment include the 

followings. 

Packing: On the customer hand, packing is the first 

impression during whole e-commerce process when 

customer receive parcel after placing order and compare the 

product and packing with the image shown in web or mobile 

application. So, product should be in well packaging to give 

positive impact and attract customer’s interest. In some 

cases, it is found that non-interactive, inefficient, and 
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ineffective way of product representation creates negative 

impression on customer and loose customer loyalty. 

Delay: The major factor of online shopping is proper 

convenience and logistics of product to the customer end in 

the pre-defined time frame but unfortunately, in actual 

scenario, when the product does not deliver on time, it 

makes the product useless. Meanwhile, it decreases the 

product worth. 

2. Related Work 

As this domain have vast emerging and fastest growing due 

to online shopping and analysis to grasp the market and get 

customer’s intention. There’s already outstanding work have 

done in the sentiment analysis especially on e-commerce 

business domain.  

In [1] Jahanzeb Jabbar and his co-workers did research on 

real-time sentiment analysis on e-commerce application. 

They used Support Vector Machine techniques. Whole 

research is categorized in two levels i.e., review level and 

sentence level and them perform real-time product reviews 

which users share based upon their experiences. To identify 

the sentiment of whole sentence, calculate each word 

sentiment individually. 

 In [2] Doaa Mohey also performs research on sentiment 

analysis and do complete comparative analysis on different 

techniques, approaches, text mining algorithms and 

challenges facing during sentiment analysis and evaluation 

process. It provides detailed oriented study and helps to 

follow best practices while applying natural language 

processing and text mining techniques to get subjective 

results. 

 In this research [3] Truphi, S. Pabboju and G. Narashima 

worked on sentiment analysis based on streaming API using 

twitter. 

 In [4] X. Fang and J. Zhan research work based on 

subjective contents to handle basic issues to identify 

sentiment polarization based on categorization. 

 In [6] P. D. Turney shares participation by doing study 

work on Bow (Bag of words) algorithm in sentiment 

analysis domain. A major part of study is that words 

relationship is not focus point, sentiment are calculated from 

each word of sentence and perform some aggregate 

functions. 

3. Methodology 

Machine learning model and technique have ability to do 

knowledge discovery from given set of data based on 

specific domain i.e. ecommerce or online shopping. 

Machine learning have various algorithm to find feature set 

by extracting the hidden pattern and train data to build 

strong model which help in analysis. In this research work, 

we are using VADER sentiment algorithm. It is a Lexicon 

and sentiment analysis tool which examines the sentiments 

that expressed on social media platform. Lexicon is a built-

in python library, and it uses domain dictionary which 

consist of keywords. It has list of words that are commonly 

labeled according to their sentiment representations as 

positive, negative, and neutral views. Vader algorithm only 

does not give the facts about positive and negative score but 

also tells the reaction of sentiments. The overall overview of 

research process is shown in the Fig.1. 

 

Figure.1. Process flow diagram of aspect based opinion 

mining 

3.1 Data collection 

The reviews collected from Amazon. Each review contains 

three common variables Customer ID, Review ID and rating 

polarity. There is a lot of data collected from frequently 

used E-Commerce applications. The Amazon dataset is 

stored in csv format which can easily import in python 

project. The data is categorized based on specified three 

levels i.e., quality, packing and shipment with respective 

customer name, rating, and customer’s review. The overall 

overview of data collection from amazon is shown in the 

Fig.2 that sub-Domains are Fig.2.1, Fig.2.2, and Fig.2.3. 

 

Figure.2.1. Data collected from survey of Amazon for 

Packing 

 

Figure.3.2. Data collected from survey of Amazon for 

Quality 
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Figure.4.3. Data collected from survey of Amazon for 

Shipment 

Tokenization: It is the process of dividing of whole 

sentence into single word such as keywords, phrases, 

adjectives, special characters are said to be as a token. 

Data Cleansing: In this process, cleansing is performed to 

increase the sentence strength and remove of irrelevant 

word. After this procedure, whole dataset consist of 

meaningful words. 

POS-Tagging: It is the process of assignment of different 

parts of speech to the sentences that includes verb, adverb, 

adjective, noun and pronoun. 

Removing of special character: In this step, we apply 

POS-tagging technique to removing special character from 

sentence like (,), (!), (@) and so on. 

3.2 Analyze sentiment review 

• Sentiment intensity: It is the process to identify 

the frequency of words which is calculated by 

below mentioned formula 

 

Sentiment intensity / frequency of words = 

Total number of count * weight of polarity 

 

It highlights which sentence is high intense value 

than others. The total number of counts should be 

calculated based on reviews. 

• Density: The analysis is identified by the total 

number of frequencies given to the most highly 

rated reviews. 

3.3Sentiment Polarity 

This defines the reviews polarity such as positive, negative, 

and neutral. It shows the customer’s reaction and response 

on the product. The compound values describe the 

commutative sum of all three polarities. 

Customer share experiences in the form of reviews like 

‘’this is one of two most favorite body moisturizing’’ or ‘’ 

the product is good, but this time packing was not good’’ or 

may be ‘’product was delivered with defectively’’ or 

whatever it only depends upon customer’s experience and 

reaction, all these indicate polarity of sentence. polarity for 

each category level. Polarity classes are containing positive, 

negative. As shown in Fig.3. 

 

Figure.3. Sentiment polarity for each category level 

3.4 Add sentiment to data frame 

• Data processing and sentiment analysis 

Data processing and sentiment analysis steps of this 

research work. First import the Amazon dataset into the 

project and start dividing sentences by denoting keywords, 

phrases, adjectives or in the form of single word. At this, the 

dataset is clustered based on keywords and it also reduces 

the size of dataset. The loss of data is not important in this 

process because it summarize the textual data in the form of 

words instead of sentences. Now move towards data 

cleansing process by saving this current form of data into 

container or variable. The next is to remove unwanted data 

like spaces, semicolon, irrelevant words, and other special 

characters. 

It takes time depending upon size of dataset for compiling 

and executing the whole process. The whole data size is 

now too much reduced due to attempting tokenization 

process and data cleansing process. This data is read to 

apply POS-tagging process by classifying the data into 

phrases, adverb, adjective, verb with respect to our category 

level i.e., quality, packing and shipment. Some of them are 

classified with same classifier with highlighting rating. It 

may vary low to high or high to low depending upon 

classification of data as per phrases with respected to our 

category level. 

At this stage, our Amazon data is ready to apply VADER 

sentiment analysis technique, so need to find out sentiment 

polarity in current data set. Polarity calculated against each 

word which represents the text or sentence, if the word 

exists in dictionary then increased in total polarity count. 

For example, in above dataset the Fig.2 shows the classify 

the shipping rating and reviews, if the word “product” is 

available in the domain dictionary then total priority count is 

increased so the Fig.2 contain lexicon “product” two times, 

it means that it increases total priority count two times in the 

current form of data set. Using current form of dataset, 

there’s need to iterate each word and match with domain 

dictionary so that polarity calculate for each category level.  

Let’s see the Fig.4 and 5 which represent the distribution of 

sentiments and transpose the reviews into polarity of each 

category level.  
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Figure.4. Distribution of sentiments of quality category 

level 

 
Figure.5. Distribution of sentiments of shipping category 

level 

As sentiment intensity refers to the repetition of same words 

in cluster so it can be identified by applying below formula 

in current data. 

Sentiment intensity or frequency of words = (Total number of 

count) * (weight of polarity) 

Let’s see the Fig.6 which represents the frequency with 

respect to polarity of each category level. 

 

Figure.6. Frequency of polarities occurring in real-time 

(Top to Bottom) Packing, Quality and Shipment and 

respectively 

4. Results and Analysis 

In order to analyze and do future prediction and make 

proper planning and strategies, and taking appropriate steps 

and right decision, we have formulate positive, negative, 

neutral and compound responses of customer’s reviews 

using model development with the help of machine learning 

techniques and methods and train the data model effectively 

to meet accuracy and reduce errors. We evaluated by strip 

plot angle as shown in Fig.7, Fig. 8, Fig.9. 

Packing category contains three variables and get total print 

count is 157 with frequency value of 5.8% by applying on 

name convention only as shown in the Fig.7. 

 

Figure.7. Strip plot of Packing demonstrate opinion of 

customers inclined towards positive side   

Quality category also contains overall three variables and 

get total print count is 341 with frequency value of 9.1% 

which highest in all three categories by applying on name 

convention only as shown in the Fig.8. 

 

Figure.8. Strip plot of Quality demonstrate opinion of 

customers inclined towards negative an neutral side   

Shipment category also contains overall three variables and 

get total print count is 12 with frequency value of 5.8% 

which very minimum in all categories by applying on name 

convention only in the Fig.9. 
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Figure.9. Strip plot of Shipment demonstrate opinion of 

customers inclined towards negative side 

By observing above category wise strip plotting, the results 

shows that neutral perspective of customers have high 

values in each category while negative perspective of 

customer have lowest value in all categories. Ideally, it 

should be negligible to get customer’s interest and attraction 

and become pioneer in online shopping business. Overall 

positive ratio is also reasonable but need to improve more 

quality, services and packaging to lead in the market. 

By observing this data into another angle by visualizing it 

into swarm plotting, we observe that same result reflects as 

shown in Fig.10, 11 and 12. 

This indicates the packing category contains print count is 

81 with frequency value of 4.7% which very minimum in all 

categories by applying on rating convention while review 

variable convention print count is 17 with frequency value 

of 4% which very maximum in all categories by applying on 

rating and review variable convention in the Fig.10. 

 

Figure.10. Swarm plot showing polarities for the packing 

aspect 

Quality category contains print count is 6 with frequency 

value of 2.5% which very minimum in all categories by 

applying on rating convention while review variable 

convention print count is 3 with frequency value of 1.2% 

which very minimum in all categories by applying on rating 

and review variable convention shown in the Fig.11. 

 

 

Figure.11. Swarm plot showing polarities for the quality 

aspect 

In the Fig.12 It shows shipment category contains print 

count is 12 with frequency value of 5.8% which very 

minimum in all categories by applying on rating convention 

while review variable convention print count is 26 with 

frequency value of 12.6% as shown in the Fig. 13 

 

Figure.12. Swarm plot showing polarities for the shipping 

aspect 

In order to analyze the overall dataset without any 

categorization, there’s also same result observed. It means 

that accuracy level is high in each and every step from data 

collection to calculate density, there’s negligible error 

persist if any. The Fig.13 explains the overall analysis of 

dataset. 

 

Figure.4. Comprehensive bar-graph for aspect-based results 
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5. Conclusion 

The sentiment analysis has been successfully performed on 

the reviews obtained from Amazon.com of cosmetic 

product. We observed these three aspects on polarity base 

and concluded that most highly rated category is Quality 

(87%) and shipment(72%) but POOR stars was given to 

packing (47%), Hence issue is only in packing of product 

which needs to do major improvements to support e-

commerce business. If want to be a pioneer in online 

shopping, then it is necessary to show excellence in all 

categories. So, don’t need to do all focus only on packing, 

just take right decision as per need for improvement of 

overall online shopping domain. So, customer enjoy and 

happy in shopping with your online shopping application. 
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